The above is a quote from Graham Taylor on the occasion of the fortieth anniversary of the Chicago Commons settlement. It was later included on the cover of a memorial edition of the publication Social Action at the time of Taylor's death in 1938, obviously intended as a fitting summary of his life and work. He established the Chicago Commons settlement in 1894, modeled after Hull House. Prior to moving to Chicago, Taylor read and was inspired by Coit's Neighborhood Guilds and had visited with Jane Addams, seeking advice as he considered his own life's work. Both of these influences apparently motivated him to accept a faculty seminary position in Chicago and begin to formulate plans to open a social settlement. Addams' pragmatism and Taylor's social gospel are both reflected in the fact that the mission statements of Hull-House and the Chicago Commons, chartered five years later, were identical except that the latter added the word "religious" at the beginning of a list of enterprises to be "instituted and maintained" (Woods and Kennedy [1911] 1970: 40, 53) . Addams' support of Taylor's work is evident in the fact that she served until her death on the Commons' board of trustees.
If Taylor is known and remembered today, it is in the annals of social work and the history of social settlements. Yet, in his day Taylor had many identities-social gospel minister, professor of sociology, educator in diverse venues, a public voice for sociology, a newspaper columnist, and the founder and head of the Chicago Commons-but in all of these he is most aptly described by Henking's label as a sociological Christian. This identity represents a pattern "in which religion is maintained as the primary identification with sociology subsumed under the religious perspective" (Henking 1988:263-266) . Being a sociological Christian defined and determined all of Taylor's other identities. After being hired as the first professor of Christian Sociology at the Chicago Theological Seminary, and with the understanding that he would begin a social settlement, Taylor found a needy neighborhood in the lower northwest side of the city populated by recent Irish and Scandinavian immigrants. He sent four students to spend a summer in the neighborhood and to study its family life, churches, industry, and politics. This advance team was authorized to locate housing suitable for a settlement as well as for the Taylor family and the students. Housing was very limited, and they settled on a former boarding house that had stood vacant for some time and was thought by most to be unfit for family living. Taylor, lacking any financial backing, rented the house at 140 North Union Street with his own funds and described occupancy as "disputed…by great gray rats and other smaller inhabitants" (Taylor 1936:11). The building had been relinquished as a single-family residence after factories and tenement houses occupied by first and second generations of German, Irish, and Scandinavian immigrants began to encroach on the neighborhood. The settlement name, the Commons, was chosen for its English meaning of free use by the entire community. "So we hoped that Chicago Commons might be a community center where all people, without distinction of class, color, race or sect, could meet and mingle as fellowmen to exchange their social values in something like a clearing-house for the Commonwealth" (Taylor 1936:15) . The Chicago Commons perhaps accomplished this goal best in its well-known weekly "FreeFloors" chaired by either Taylor or his associate John Gavit and advertised as "all sides to free speech with no favors." While many free-floor discussions were political, dealing with such controversial issues as labor or war, they also included topics such as family, marriage, health, housing, budgeting, manhood and womanhood. These Free Floors were almost always educational and sometimes "safety valves" for free expression on volatile topics (Taylor [1930 (Taylor [ ]1976 .
Taylor moved his wife, Leah, and four children, along with four students, into the old, once fine, dwelling that daughter, Lea Taylor, later recalled as follows.
The outlook from those second story windows was on a mass of tenements at the rear, crowded in two and three on a lot with a saloon next door which was quite a lively place and had a famous horse trough in front of it which had a sign, 'Water your horses, but don't forget yourself' . … There was a furniture factory on the other side which ran a buzz saw all day and caught on fire once or twice a month. … There was mainly dust and no particular pavement. The sidewalks were wooden and were at a different level from the street because Chicago was trying at that time to get to a level above the swamp. This area was almost downtown, just on the border of the north branch of the river.… ldtp 1968: B1, F2
